This report documents a computer program to convert standard 4 byte, IBM floating point SEGY files to ASCII xyz format. The program then optionally plots the seismic data using the GMT plotting package.
This disk also contains a text version of the open-file report, which contains instructions and examples on using segyPlot.
To start, compile the C++ source code using the makefile provided. Just type "make all", sit back, and watch the makefile run. If all goes well, the executable "segyPlot" should be produced. If not, you may need to modify the source code so it will run on your computer. I have successfully compiled the source code using the Sun CC Compiler version 4.1, and the sunmath.h library to convert from IBM to IEEE floating point format. I have not tried to compile this code on any other platform.
Note that it is possible to run segyPlot in "non-interactive" mode, which does not require compiling most of the code. One can copy, modify, and run the "test.par" shell script file as opposed to using the more interactive segyPlot program. Most of the source code is used to compile the interactive portion of segyPlot. The programs that do the actual work of converting from SEGY to ASCII, "segy2xyz", and "segy2xyz-flip", are standalone C++ programs that do not make use of the mPointer, mArray, ... classes However, these two programs do use the sunmath.h library, and must be compiled regardless of whether the interactive or non-interactive mode is used. 
Introduction
SEGY has long been a standard format for storing seismic data and header information. Almost every seismic processing package can read and write seismic data in SEGY format. In the data processing world, however, ASCII format is the "universal" standard format. Very few general purpose plotting or computation programs will accept data in SEGY format. The software presented in this report, referred to as SEGY to ASCII (SAC), converts seismic data written in standard SEGY format (Barry et al., 1975) to an ASCII data file, and then creates a postscript file of the seismic data using a general plotting package (GMT, Wessel and Smith, 1995) . The resulting postscript file may be plotted by any standard postscript plotting program. SAC allows complete user control over all plotting parameters including label size and font, tick mark intervals, trace scaling, and the inclusion of a title and descriptive text.
Input Data Format
SAC reads standard 4 byte IBM®-floating-point SEGY files, inputting the number of samples, sample rate, channel, and common depth point (cdp) values directly from the file. SAC assumes that the input SEGY file starts with a 3600-byte reel header, with bytes 3217-3218 containing the sample rate in microseconds and bytes 3221-3222 containing the number of samples. Each trace should be preceded by a 240-byte trace ID header, with bytes 13-16 containing the channel number and bytes 21-24 containing the cdp for the trace. conversion file is present in the working directory. The cdp-to-x-coordinate conversion file has a free-form, xy-format, where the first field is the cdp number, and the second field is the x coordinate. Header and comment lines are not necessary, but may be included if they start with a '#' character in column 1. Example 2 shows sample lines from a typical cdpto-x-coordinate conversion file. 
Output Data Format

Plotting Parameters
A large number of parameters must be specified using SAC. Parameters are used to determine the x axis unit of the ASCII file, set the plot boundaries, the plotting scale, title 
Software Package Program Descriptions
SAC may be run either interactively or non-interactively. In non-interactive mode the user creates, edits, and runs a shell script called a parameter file (more specifically a parameter "object", containing both data and commands to convert and plot SEGY data).
In interactive mode the user runs the segyPlot program, which will prompt the user for parameter values and then create and run a parameter file automatically. First time users will find the interactive mode to be more intuitive. Experienced users will find the noninteractive mode to be faster and more flexible, as several parameter files can be run sequentially in batch mode.
Data Naming Conventions And Procedure
All data filenames are based on a "linename", a user-supplied name describing the seismic line and specific processing steps. Example linenames are:
Various suffixes are appended to the linename to denote the type of data. Specifically:
1) the SEGY file must have a ".segy" suffix.
2) the corresponding parameter file will usually have a ".par" suffix 3) the parameter file will convert the SEGY file to an ASCII file having a ".xyz" suffix.
4) the parameter file will then use GMT to read in the ASCII file and create a postscript file having a ".y_end.ps" suffix, where y_end is the ending time or depth of the plot.
Example for a linename of "test":
1) initial SEGY file should be named test.segy 2) create the corresponding parameter file testpar 3) test.par will convert testsegy to an ASCII file named testxyz 4) if plotting down to 500 milliseconds (or 500 meters) testpar will then create a postscript file named test.500.ps 5) a second plot down to 300 milliseconds (or 300 meters) will create a postscript file named test.300.ps
Interactive Mode
The interactive program is a C++ executable named segyPlot. The program first requests the linename, and verifies that the corresponding SEGY file linename.segy exists. 2) x_start = 5.00
3) x_end = 0.00
After the parameter listing a set of possible commands is given. The user chooses a command by entering the first letter of the command name, along with any optional arguments (optional arguments are in brackets). segyPlot will prompt the user for needed arguments, if they are not given on the command line. For example, typing:
cl 100 at the command line will change the scale parameter from 50 to 100. For the Execute command, the user has the option to convert the SEGY file to ASCII, create a postscript file from an existing ASCII file, or both. If no argument is given then segyPlot will both convert and plot the SEGY file. If the "convert" argument is given then segyPlot will only convert the SEGY file to ASCII without plotting. If the "plot" argument is given then segyPlot will use the existing ASCII file to create a postscript file. One should not use the "plot" argument if:
1) the SEGY file has been changed or updated 7 2) the x axis unit has been changed (unit is channel number, cdp, or meters)
3) the length of seismic data to be converted has been increased.
For example, if segyPlot first converted and plotted a SEGY file to 500 ms, then do not use the "plot" argument if plotting the same SEGY file down to 600 ms. Instead use no argument, so that the ASCII file is recreated down to 600 ms. If unsure, it is safest to use no argument, so that the ASCII file will always be recreated before plotting. Using the "plot" argument can save time, however, if only minor plotting changes are needed.
Interactive Mode Example
The following is a typical exchange using segyPlot, with user responses underlined.
Welcome to segyPlot version 1. # x axis start, in cdp, chan, or meter units 350.00 # x axis end, in cdp, chan, or meter units 10.00 # x axis tick mark interval 50.00 # x axis tick mark annotation interval meter # x axis unit, must be "cdp", "chan", or "meter" test.cdpx # if x axis unit is meter then use this conversion file default # x axis label -use "default" for default x axis label -50.00 # y axis start (usually set to datum) -50.00 # datum to add to trace's y value (usually <= zero) 250.00 # y axis end, in time or depth units 10.00 # y axis tick mark interval 50.00 # y axis tick mark annotation interval Depth (m) # y axis label 14 # axis label size of seismic plot 12 # annotation label size of seismic plot 
Non-Interactive Mode
The non-interactive program is a Unix C shell script called a parameter file.
Usually there will be one or more parameter files for each SEGY file. The first part of the parameter file sets various parameters using the shell "set" command. Comments may be inserted in this part of the file by starting a line with the "#" character. Parameter values may be "toggled" by including several lines that set the same parameter, with all but one of the lines commented out. For example: set title = "Parkfield" #set text_l = "age set to 150" set text_l = "age set to 300" #set text_l = "age set to 500" set text_2 = "bandpass set to 25-50-400-800"
The second part of the parameter file uses these parameters to convert a SEGY file (given as a command line argument) to an ASCII file and then create a postscript file. This part of the parameter file is normally not altered, except for one exception noted below.
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The parameter file is run as a C shell script, and experienced Unix users may find it easiest to manually copy, edit, and run parameter files directly.
The parameter file requires as an argument the name of an input SEGY file.
Optional arguments are to set the y axis depth, tick mark interval, and tick mark annotation interval, and the execute mode of "plot" or "convert". The normal operation is to both convert the SEGY file to ASCII and to plot the ASCII file. Y axis arguments allow the user to quickly generate plots of varying lengths. As noted above, it is best to create the longest length plot first, then use the plot option to create additional plots of shorter length, 
Segy2yxz Programs
The actual SEGY to ASCII conversion program is a C++ program called segy2xyz. This program is called by a parameter file, and is usually not invoked directly by the user. A similar C++ program called segy2xyz-flip also exists. This program is similar to segy2xyz, except that it flips the data laterally (i.e. the first seismic trace becomes the last seismic trace) before converting to ASCII format. To use this program instead of segy2xyz, substitute the name "segy2xyz-flip" for "segy2xyz" in the parameter file.
